Refer a friend
to Stockland
If your friends love coming over, why not invite them to
stay? Share your Stockland story with someone that you
wished would live a little closer. If they decide to purchase
in a Stockland community, you could each receive a $1000
Visa Gift Card.*

Make your best friend your neighbour.
Next Steps?
1) Check your eligibility with a Stockland team member.
2) Complete and sign this referral form with your friend.
3) Your friend can then take this completed form to any
Stockland sales office.
4) Once both you and your friend settle on your purchase of land,
you’ll each receive a $1000 Visa Gift Card.
*Incentive is a $1000 Visa Gift Card. Promotion only applies to qualifying land at Stockland.
Eligible referring participant and eligible referred participant will each receive a $1000 Gift Card.
Promotion finishes 31/12/20 at 5.00pm AEST.
Visit stockland.com.au/residential/refer-a-friend for full terms and conditions.
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Fill in the form and you could soon be
celebrating with a shopping trip together!
Referrer (your)* details:

Referee (your friend’s)* details:

FULL NAME:

FULL NAME:

ADDRESS:

ADDRESS:

PHONE:

PHONE:

EMAIL:

EMAIL:

COMMUNITY & LOT NUMBER (if different from above):

COMMUNITY & LOT NUMBER:

SIGNATURE:

SIGNATURE:

You must check these boxes to be eligible

You must check these boxes to be eligible

□ and
I would like to receive information about products and services offered by Stockland
its partners and agree that Stockland may contact me periodically, including by

□ and
I would like to receive information about products and services offered by Stockland
its partners and agree that Stockland may contact me periodically, including by

□ already
I confirm I have exchanged a contract of sale and paid the full deposit, or have
settled on my eligible Stockland property.

□ Stockland
I confirm I have exchanged a contract of sale and paid the full deposit on my eligible
property, and am not an existing Stockland customer.

phone, until I inform Stockland otherwise.

phone, until I inform Stockland otherwise.

View our Privacy Collection Notice in the Terms and Conditions on how Stockland may use and manage your personal information.
*Referrer is the existing (first) Stockland customer. Referee is the new (second) Stockland customer purchasing in a Stockland community for the first time.
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